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A theoretical and experimental study of the electronic structure and nature of the chemical bonds in

FeTe compounds in antiferromagnetic (AFM) and paramagnetic phases was carried out. It is estab-

lished that the nature of the chemical bonds is mainly metallic, and the presence of covalent bonds

Fe-Te and Te-Te helps to stabilize the structural distortions of the tetragonal phase of FeTe in the

low-temperature region. It is found that the bicollinear AFM structure corresponds to the ground state

of the FeTe compound and the calculated value of the magnetic moment MFe ¼ �2.4lB is in good

agreement with the data from neutron diffraction measurements. At the same time, the Fermi surface

(FS) of the low-temperature AFM phase is radically different from the FS of the paramagnetic FeTe.

Reconstructing the FS can lead to a sign change of the Hall coefficient observed in FeTe. The

calculation results serve as evidence of the fact that the electronic structures and magnetic properties

of FeTe are well-described by the model of itinerant d-electrons and the density functional theory

(DFT-GGA). VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4938519]

Introduction

The recent discovery of iron-based superconductors

(SC) FeSe1�xTex has attracted special attention from

researchers due to the simplicity of their crystalline struc-

ture. For these isovalent iron chalcogenides, the preserva-

tion of the anisotropic tetragonal structure like PbO is

typical for a wide range of concentrations, which favors a

detailed study of the effects of chemical substitution

Se () Te,1–6 and high pressure,7 with the goal of deter-

mining the mechanism responsible for superconductivity.

The boundary compounds of the indicated solid solu-

tions FeSe and FeTe, have similar electronic structures with

a typical “nesting” of the Fermi Surface (FS), which means

there are electron and hole corrugated cylinders embedded

in the FS, in the paramagnetic phase.8 This nesting can con-

tribute to the implementation of both the band antiferromag-

netism (AFM) and the proposed non-traditional mechanism

of superconductivity which occurs via AFM spin fluctuations

with the nesting vector Q, which corresponds to the

spin-density wave.8,9 For iron pnictides, there is similar FS

nesting, which leads to typical AFM ordering of Fe moments

in the basal plane in stoichiometric compounds (such as

LaFeAsO), in the form of alternating collinear bands

(“stripes,” “single-stripe”) with Q ¼ (p,p). It was assumed

that FeTe could also be a superconductor, similar to FeSe,

due to its nesting.8,9 However, in samples Fe1þyTe at tem-

peratures below 70 K, there was an AFM state with a unique

bicollinear stripe structure (“double-stripe,” see Fig. 1), and

a spin-density propagation vector Q 5 (p,0).10–12

The observed particularity along the temperature de-

pendence of magnetic susceptibility v (T) at T’ 70 K (Refs.

13 and 14) is not typical for the transition into the AFM

phase, and is associated with the simultaneous first-order

structural phase transition from a tetragonal crystal structure

to the low-temperature monoclinic phase, which is accompa-

nied by the appearance of antiferromagnetism.3,10,11 For

Fe1þyTe compounds that are almost stoichiometric, at low

temperatures, the monoclinic crystal structure and AFM

ordering in the basal plane ab, are realized.3,11 The nature of

the pronounced correlation between the structural and mag-

netic transitions in Fe1þyTe is not clear. It was assumed10

FIG. 1. A diagram of the ordering of the magnetic moments of iron ions in

the basal plane of the FeTe compound, in a bicollinear AFM phase.
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that the main input to the change in entropy during the tran-

sition comes from AFM ordering, and that the transition

itself is due to the magnetic subsystem. However, in Refs. 1

and 3 it was concluded that the determining factor is the

structural phase transition.

It should be noted that superconductivity was detected at

13 K in thin FeTe films, deposited on special substrates that

provide a strong deformation of the initial crystal structure.15

Assuming that the suppression of the structural and magnetic

transitions can stimulate the appearance of superconductiv-

ity, attempts were made to create the SC state in bulk FeTe

samples at high pressures.9,16 However, when measuring the

resistivity of FeTe at pressures of up to 190 Kbar, there were

no traces of SC. This is consistent with the observation of a

negative pressure effect on the temperature of the transition

to the superconducting state in tellurium enriched com-

pounds FeSe1�xTex at x � 0.8–0.9.7 On the other hand, with

increasing pressure, an unusual increase in FeTe magnetiza-

tion was observed.16 Also, there was an anomalously large

positive pressure effect on magnetic susceptibility in the par-

amagnetic and AFM phases of FeTe.14 Finally, it has

recently been established17,18 that in FeTe there is a transi-

tion from AFM to the ferromagnetic phase at pressures

above 2 GPa.

Thus, there are reasons to believe that magnetism of the

FeTe compound cannot be explained by the appearance of

spin-density waves that result from (p,p) FS “nesting,” simi-

lar to the “nesting” of electron and hole FS sheets in new

iron-based superconductors.8 Assumptions are made12,19 that

the observed bicollinear AFM ordering in FeTe can be due

to the interaction of the localized spin moments, which

includes input from delocalized electrons, without involving

the “nesting” model. In Ref. 20, it is shown that doping FeTe

with excess iron can lead to another type of “nesting” in

Fe1þyTe—(p,0),— which could explain the bicollinear AFM

ordering (Fig. 1). However, this type of “nesting” was not

confirmed by studies of FeTe using angle-resolved photoem-

ission spectroscopy (ARPES).21

The totality of the aforementioned experimental and the-

oretical results points to the fact that electron and magnetic

properties of Fe1þyTe compounds are determined by fine

details of the crystal structure, and the amount of excess

iron, y. Comprehensive studies of the electronic structure are

necessary, in order to understand the mechanisms of mag-

netic ordering in FeTe, and to explain the occurrence of its

magnetic and structural phase transitions. These studies

allow us to shed light on the formation of superconducting

states in compounds FeSe1�xTex and in particular, on the

reasons for the absence of superconductivity in isostructural

isovalent FeTe. In this study, we present the results of exper-

imental and theoretical studies of the electronic structure of

FeTe compounds in paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic

states.

Experimental details and results

Fe1þyTe single crystals (y’ 0; 1) are grown using the

methods described in Refs. 6 and 22. Typical dimensions of

grown, plate-like single crystals were 1 � 1 � 0.2 mm (Fig. 2).

The chemical composition of the samples was studied using a

digital scanning electron microscope TESCAN Vega II XMU,

equipped with an energy dispersive microanalysis system

INCA ENERGY 450.

X-ray diffraction studies were conducted on an Xcalibur

S diffractometer, manufactured by Oxford Diffraction, with

a two-dimensional CCD-detector at room temperature

(graphite monochromator, Mo Ka- radiation, 293 K). The

processing of experimental data and accounting for absorp-

tion inside the crystal were done using the CrysAlis pro-

gram,23 and the refinement of the structural model was done

using the crystallographic software package JANA 2006.24

Analysis of regular absorptions and symmetrically equiva-

lent reflections allowed us to select space group P4/nmm,

which corresponds to the literature data for this compound.

The atomic positional parameters from Ref. 25, are used as

initial data to confirm the atomic structure. Using the refined

structural data, the deformation electron density distribution

was built for 66 of the structural amplitudes using sin h/k
< 0.6h

dqðrÞ ¼ qðrÞ �
X

i

qðr� riÞ; (1)

wherein q(r) is the electron density distribution in the crys-

tal, and Riq(r � ri) is the sum of the electron density distri-

butions of spherically symmetric non-interacting atoms of

this structure (Fig. 3, contour lines drawn through 0.02 elec-

tron/Å3).

Electronic structure of FeTe. Calculation results and analysis
thereof

In this paper, calculations of FeTe electronic structure

were performed using a self-consistent method within the

framework of the density functional theory (DFT), using a

relativistic method of linearized MT (muffin-tin) orbitals

with full potential (FP-LMTO),26–28 as well as augmented

plane wave method with full potential (FP-LAPW), using

the Elk software package.29 The exchange-correlation poten-

tial of conduction electrons was taken into account in the

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the density

functional theory.30 The DFT method with full potential is

applicable to calculations of electron spectra of systems with

a significant non-uniformity in electron density distribution.

These systems include the FeTe compound investigated in

this study. In the process of self-consistent calculation of

FIG. 2. A micrograph of a typical FeTe sample.
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crystal potential, the spin-orbital interaction was taken into

account at each iteration.

At temperatures above 70 K the compounds Fe1þyTe

have a tetragonal crystal structure such as PbO (space group

P4/nmm), in which the distance of the Te atoms from the

plane of the iron atoms is determined by the internal struc-

tural parameter Z. As the temperature drops, at T’ 70, in

Fe1þyTe (y’ 0:1) compounds there is a first order phase

transition from the tetragonal to the monoclinic structure,

which is accompanied by bicollinear AFM ordering.3,10,11

The corresponding parameters of the crystal structure of the

paramagnetic and AFM phases of Fe1þyTe were established

in a series of studies using X-ray and neutron diffrac-

tion,2–4,10,25 and these experimental data are used in this arti-

cle. For the bicollinear AFM phase, we chose the elementary

magnetic cell [2a � b � c], corresponding to Fig. 1. The

structural parameters a,b, and c were taken in accordance

with Refs. 3 and 10, when the angle between the axes a and

c was considered to be equal to 90� (instead of 89.2�, for a

monoclinic structure with low distortion).

The calculated main characteristics of the FeTe elec-

tronic structure in the paramagnetic phase are in a qualitative

agreement with the results of previous calculations.8,19,20,31,32

According to the calculation of the electron density of states

N(E) in Fig. 4, it is in the paramagnetic phase that the FeTe

compound has the highest density of states at the Fermi level

among the systems FeSe1�xTex, and the Stoner criterion is

satisfied for the experimental values of the lattice parameters:

IN(EF) ’ 1, where I is the exchange interaction parameter.

This points to the instability of the paramagnetic state of

FeTe, and the possibility of transitioning to the ferromagnetic

phase, which agrees with the recent observation of ferromag-

netism in Fe1.03Te at pressures above 2 GPa.17,18 The Fermi

surface for the paramagnetic phase, presented in Fig. 5, is

composed of two corrugated cylinders, centered at the M

point of the Brillouin zone, and also of three concentric hole

sheets, surrounding the point of symmetry C, and is similar to

the previously established FS for FeSe (see Refs. 8 and 34).

In our comparison to the FS of FeSe, we should note the sig-

nificantly large radii of quasi-cylindrical FS sheets, centered

at the points of symmetry C and M.

The calculated partial electron densities of states in Fig. 4

indicate that in the vicinity of the Fermi level EF, the input

from the d-states of iron is a determining factor. Fig. 6 shows

the distribution of the charge density in the basal plane (001)

of the FeTe unit cell, as it was calculated in this study. The

figure shows the four-flap electron density structure that typi-

cal for d-orbitals, and is in qualitative agreement with experi-

mental data concerning the charge density distribution in

Fig. 3. Note that the coordinate axes in Figs. 3 and 6 are

rotated relative to each other by 45�. We should also take into

account that the more spherical nature of the calculated elec-

tron density distribution in Fig. 6 is caused by averaging of

the potential in the region of MT-spheres.

The calculations of equations Etot(V) for the magneti-

cally ordered FeTe phases (ferromagnetic, collinear AFM,

bicollinear AFM), completed in the GGA approximation,

have shown that for the bicollinear AFM phase, the mini-

mum total energy Etot is achieved, and that this phase is the

ground state of the FeTe compound. The electron band struc-

ture, and spin-polarized electron density of states, are calcu-

lated for the ground state and shown in Figs. 7 and 8,

respectively.

When there is antiferromagnetic ordering of FeTe, there is

spin splitting in the density of states N(E) (Figs. 8(b) and 8(c))

FIG. 3. The cross-section of deformation electron density distribution in the

plane of iron atoms (001) for the paramagnetic phase of FeTe.

FIG. 4. The electron density of states N(E) of the FeTe compound in the par-

amagnetic phase: (a) is the total density of states of FeTe per formula unit;

(b) is the density of states of the iron atom; (c) is the density of states of the

tellurium atom. The Fermi level (E ¼ 0) is marked by a vertical line.

FIG. 5. The Fermi surface of the FeTe compound in the paramagnetic phase.

Points of symmetry of the Brillouin zone are indicated according to Ref. 33.
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and formation of magnetic moments on the iron atoms. The

calculated value obtained in this article MFe ffi 2:37lB agrees

with the neutron diffraction results (MFe
exp ¼ 2.26–2.54 lB

(Refs. 3 and 10)). Such a good agreement with experimental

data serves as evidence of the fact that our band approach in

the DFT-GGA approximation is adequate in studying the

magnetic properties of FeTe. The calculated contours of the

spin density in the (001) plane for the bicollinear antiferro-

magnetic phase of the FeTe compound are presented in

Fig. 9.

Figure 10 shows the contours of the charge density distri-

bution in the (100) plane of the FeTe unit cell, calculated in

this article. The anisotropy of the charge density distribution

between the iron atom and its nearest tellurium atom, is notice-

able in the figure. We must note that the input from the p-states

of Te into N(E) of the FeTe valence band is significantly

depleted (Fig. 8(d)) due to the charge transfer from Te to the

neighboring Fe atoms, and the interstitial region. It can be

assumed that the establishment of direct bonds between the

neighboring atoms Fe and Te (Fig. 10) is caused by the hybrid-

ization of the d-orbitals of iron with p-orbitals of tellurium.

For a more detailed study of the nature of the chemical

bonds in the FeTe compound, the crystal orbital overlap

FIG. 7. Electron band structure of FeTe in the bicollinear AFM phase. The

points of symmetry in the Brillouin zone are indicated in accordance with

Ref. 33. The Fermi level is marked by the horizontal line E ¼ 0.

FIG. 8. Electron density of states N(E) of the FeTe compound in the bicol-

linear antiferromagnetic phase: (a) total density of states for FeTe per for-

mula unit; (b) spin-polarized density of states of the Fe atom (spin “up”); (c)

spin-polarized density of states of the Fe atom (spin “down”); (d) density of

states at the tellurium atom. Fermi level (E ¼ 0) is marked by the vertical

line.

FIG. 9. Calculated contours of the spin density in the (001) plane for the

bicollinear antiferromagnetic phase of the FeTe compound.

FIG. 6. The calculated contours of the charge density of the paramagnetic

phase for the FeTe compound, in the iron atom plane (001).

FIG. 10. Calculated contours of the charge density in the (100) plane for the

FeTe compound in an antiferromagnetic phase.

Low Temp. Phys. 41 (12), December 2015 Grechnev et al. 993



populations (BCOOP35) are calculated in this study, within

the framework for the FP-LMTO method.27 The calculated

dependences BCOOP(E) (see Fig. 11) are a generalization of

the known characteristics of molecule COOP (crystal orbital

overlap population) for solids. The BCOOP values depend

on the energy of the electron states of the valence band and,

according to Ref. 35, turn out to be positive for the bonding

orbitals, and negative for the antibonding orbitals and metal-

lic bonds.

According to results of calculating BCOOP(E), the most

pronounced bonding and antibonding states in FeTe form

during the hybridization of the p-states of the closest tellu-

rium atoms (Fig. 11(c)). Overlapping the Fe-Te orbitals

enables bonding states near the bottom of the valence

band (positive BCOOP (E) in the interval �4…�2 eV in

Fig. 11(b)). This agrees with the characteristic coincidence

of energies belonging to the dominant regions of partial

densities of iron d-states (Fig. 8(b)) and tellurium p-states

(Fig. 8(d)) in the valence zone of FeTe. The bonding states

are also realized when the Fe-Fe orbitals are overlapped in

the �3…�1 eV interval (Fig. 11(a)), which agrees with the

calculation results for isovalent iron ruthenium35 Near the

Fermi energy in the �1…1eV interval, for Fe-Te and Fe-Fe,

we get negative values of BCOOP(E) (Figs. 11(a) and

11(b)), which point to a metal character in the chemical

bond. The distribution of the electron density in the basal

plane of FeTe (Figs. 3 and 6) is also typical for a metallic

bond, whereas in the area between the planes Fe and Te,

covalent bonds are clearly traceable (Fig. 10).

A sufficiently complex FS shape is established for the

bicollinear AFM phase of the FeTe compound, as shown in

Fig. 12. In this case, the Fermi surface of the low-temperature

phase is radically different from the Fermi surface of para-

magnetic FeTe in Fig. 5. This reconstruction of the FS at the

AFM transition can be the reason for the changing sign of the

Hall coefficient, as observed in FeTe.13,36 As a result of

the multiband electronic structure of FeTe, there is a

redistribution of the inputs into the Hall coefficient from elec-

tron and hole sheets of the Fermi surface, at the AFM transi-

tion. It is necessary to note, however, that the quantitative

analysis of the behavior of the Hall coefficient in FeTe would

demand a detailed study of not only the FS, but also the

changes in the rate of electron conduction and relaxation time.

The calculated value of the electron density of states for

the AFM phase at the Fermi level NðEFÞ’ 3 of states/eV,

can be compared with the experimental data concerning the

electron specific heat coefficient in FeTe, c exp ’ 34 mJ/

mol�K2 (Refs. 13 and 37)

c exp ¼ ð1þ kÞctheor: (2)

The corresponding renormalization parameter k includes the

electron-phonon (kel-ph) and spin-fluctuation (ksf) inputs, and

according to (2), comes to k’ 3:8. It is necessary to note

that the spin-fluctuation input ksf can be sufficiently large for

metallic systems close to magnetic instability.26 The sharp

drop in the transition temperature to the superconducting

state in FeSe1�xTex when approaching FeTe, indicates that

strong spin-fluctuations at least do not contribute to the

emergence of superconductivity in the FeTe system.

Conclusion

The results of this study indicate that the nature of the

chemical bond in the FeTe compound is mainly metallic,

and that it dominates in the basal plane of the iron atoms

(001), with partially covalent components in the bonds

between Fe-Te, Te-Te, and Fe-Fe. We can assume that the

presence of covalent bonds contributes to the stabilization of

the structural monoclinic distortions of the tetragonal phase

of FeTe in the low-temperature region. Also, the hybridiza-

tion of the iron d-states with telluride p-states leads to an

expressed spatial anisotropy of the distribution of the charge

density in the region between the planes of the Fe and Te

atoms, and also to a charge transfer Te! Fe.

In a number of studies the magnetism of the FeTe com-

pound is interpreted within the framework of the localized

momentum model at the iron atoms.12,17,38–40 The results of

our calculations serve as evidence of the fact that the mag-

netic properties of FeTe are well-described within the frame-

work of the delocalized electrons and DFT. In particular, it

is found that the bicollinear AFM phase has a much lower

total energy, than the paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, and

collinear AFM phases, and is the ground state of the FeTe

compound. The calculated value of the magnetic component

FIG. 11. The crystal orbital overlap population BCOOP(E) of the FeTe

compound in the antiferromagnetic phase for the following pairs of nearest

atoms in the unit cell: (a) Fe-Fe; (b) Fe-Te; (c) Te-Te. Fermi level (E ¼ 0) is

marked by a vertical line.

FIG. 12. Fermi surface of FeTe in a bicollinear AFM phase. Points of sym-

metry of Brillouin zone are indicated in accordance with Ref. 33.
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of the bicollinear AFM phase (MFe ffi 2.4 lB) is in good

agreement with neutron diffraction data. The established ful-

fillment of the Stoner criterion INðEFÞ’ 1 for the paramag-

netic state of FeTe in fact explains the found transition to the

ferromagnetic state of the Fe1.03Te system at pressures above

2 GPa.18

In conclusion, it is necessary to note that there are seri-

ous problems in describing the magnetic properties of FeTe

within the framework of the Heisenberg model,12,38,40

whereas taking into account the delocalized character of the

d-electrons of iron allowed us to explain the observed varia-

tions of the magnetic anisotropy and AFM vector in com-

pounds Fe1þy Te.22

This study was supported by Grant RFFI NASU-02-14/

78, and the computing resources of the B. Verkin ILTPE,

NASU, Kharkiv grid cluster.
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